The School of Medicine conducted 8 formal meetings during the 2014-2015 academic year. Additional business was conducted via email. The following items were considered (some on multiple occasions):

**General FEC business**
1) Ran election of Health sciences Clinical Faculty members of FEC
2) Collected conflict of interest statements from committees reporting to FEC
3) Reaffirmed conflict of interest statement of FEC and forwarded to Senate

**Education and curriculum**
4) Discussed curriculum block and thread coordinator duties and forwarded to medical education committee
5) Approval of changes to composition of graduate advisory committee
6) Discussed formalizing duties of Chair of Medical Education Committee
7) Appointment of Medical School admissions committee: Added two new members Drs. Millard and Gilbert
8) Approved MD-PhD in Biomedical Sciences
9) Discussed and approved a proposal for “early admission program invitation” intended to designed to attract, recruit and retain some of our best Haider applicants for the UCR SOM.

**Division requests**
10) Reviewed final whistle blower protection policy
11) Commented on proposed changes to APM-080
12) Commented on proposed revision to APM 330
13) Commented on campus proposed revision to Appendix 3A - Deans’ Honor List
14) Considered one student petition
15) Commented on Doctoral Student Support Proposals and Recommendations
16) Considered Student Proposal for Gender Studies Breadth Requirement
17) Commented on Proposed New UC Policy on Open Access
18) Commented on Request for systemwide review of proposed amendments to SR 682 (under "Residence and Length of Study)
19) Responded to letter from Chair Wudka re involvement in decision-making processes as regards this period of growth on campus
20) Reviewed CEP policy on Retention of Graded Materials
21) Reviewed and discussed proposed revisions to PAM-360 Librarian Series and 210-4 Instructions to Review Committees
22) Discussed and approved changes to Health Sciences Compensation Plan Implementing Procedures
23) Reviewed proposed revisions to the UC Policy on Copyright and Fair Use

**Other SOM business**
24) Voted on voluntary Clinical faculty appointments
25) Discussed Clarification of Process for executive dean search, search committee membership, and involvement of the faculty in the process and communication of same to faculty.
26) Discussed problems with advertising of clinical faculty openings in clinical journals
27) Discussed enforcement of reporting to FEC by staff, space committee and staff hiring committee
28) Discussed and prepared various documents required for LCME visit that occurred February 22-25 2015
29) Discussed outcome of the LCME visit (SOM received continued provisional accreditation)
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